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Tripp trapp cushion pattern

We love Stokke Tripp Trapp chairs. We love them so much, we have two of them. One for every child. If you haven't seen them, it's a tree chair in the '70s. It looks really good, doesn't take as much space as a plastic one, is easy to clean, comes in all kinds of colors and best in them are not made of plastic. They are quite pricy but
because they are so well done, you will find them quite easily used ... or may even be a third or fouth, who knows? :) Until recently it didn't bother us not to have a pillow because it was easier to clean both. But we just started to be really seriously frantic training our little one and I finally felt like doing something warm and soft for him to sit
down with. So here's how to make a pillow that works for every generation of the Tripp Trapp chair. :: What you need:: - Tripp-Trapp chair (make pattern) - piece (organic) cotton from the outside - some batting upholstery (needle-beaten instead of tied to avoid adhesives and resins) - matching thread - scissors - paper bag - sewing
machine ::How to pass:: 1. Loosen the screw seat so as to release it 2. Open the paper bag or take paper big enough. Show the seat on paper and follow it around with a pen. Follow the second row 2 cm (3/4) around the first row (sound like support.) Cut your pattern to 3. Repeat 2. to get another paper pattern. Draw two lines along the
long side 7 cm (2 3/4) from the top and 7 cm (2 3/4) cm from the bottom. Cut out the second pattern and keep both outer bars. 4. Put three pieces of pattern down the fabric. Cut the fabric. Cut the larger pattern twice. 5. Lay a larger piece of pattern with some needlepunched batting and cut four times in the pattern to get four pieces. 6.
Hem both smaller pieces inside. 7. Take 2 (out of 4) pieces of batting, put them on top of each other, at the back of a piece of pillow on the right side, and then both stripes you just hemed. Serge or zigzag 3 sides (leave the curved side intact). 8. Take the remaining 2 pieces of the batting, add the top part of the fabric to the right side of the
top. Serge or Zig-nowhere. 9. Take the top part up from the right side, add the back to the right against the right side of the upper part. Attach both pieces together and sew it on three sides 1 cm from the road (the curved side is still between). 10. Cut each corner 2 mm before the sewn line. Turn inside out, but leave the stripe on the
wrong side of the curved side upwards. Sew and serge (or zigzag) curved side pillow. Turn the stripe upside down. 11. Locate the middle of the pillow and mark it with a pin. Dimensions clasl chair (width + thickness ... mine is 6 cm). Also measure how far away it is from the edge of the seat (the mine is 4 cm). Draw a button hole. 12. Sew
the button hole. My sewing machine didn't go. how to make one that big all by itself, so I had to figure out the width of the satin stitch at both ends and sides, and make sure both lines were parallele, but it wasn't that hard after all. 13. Cut the center line of the button hole using a seam riper to make sure that you do not cut any threads.
And voilà! Your pillow's ready!!! Don't forget to screw everything back and make sure your chair is secure! :) This is my first tutorial in English, what do you think? Don't be afraid to ask if some parts seem unclear to you and I'll try to fix it. :) As I promised, I've done my own Tripp Trapp pillow. This pattern and instructions are for personal
use only. First of all, my free Tripp Trapp pillow pattern is here you can download and print. It prints 6 A4 pages, only after I painstakingly copied it onto the A4 paper from my son's textas and scanned it I realized that it would be difficult to print 2 of these pages because they are complete bleeding. hmm bear with me and I set that soon,
but now it wouldn't be too hard to get around adjusting the print settings and adding selvages back in now instructions: Cut all the pieces in order, you need 0.75 meter of your chosen fabric and 0.3 meter 1cm thick foam available from Clark Rubber. Be careful to add the flings to the seat base and the loins marked, they were left out to fit
the A4 page for printing. 4 the non-seam of the overlapping piece ends with a mark. Complete the sides of the upper part of the seat (smallest) Attach the hook and loop tape to the pieces of the backrest. Use the hook to use the hook Loop tape to attach 2 seat back pieces and stick to sew them together at the top. Stack the order of the
seat's main foam, one fabric of the seat principal (covered upwards) two seat bottom overlaps (downwards) and then the rest of the seat's main fabric piece. Pin &amp; sew the closed all flat edges, leaving the curved (back) side completely open. Be sure to catch all the layers of your seam, avoid trim corners. Turn and press quietly. Fold
the curved overlapping piece over so that the right sides are facing together and sewn closed. The original Stokke pillow is a sergeed seam here. Turn back so the seam is hidden and you can call it done at this point. While marked top stitching is optional, but helps keep the pillow flat. If you plan to use babyset put a marked buttonhole for
the strap. I put it on a pattern, but personally I would fit in a chair to make sure it was in the right place. The seat back cushion put the foam, one fabric piece upwards, already ready to overlap the pieces upwards and then the rest of the piece downwards. Fasten and sew all edges except the flat bottom. It is very difficult between the
armrests and the backrest, With this pillow I used my sewing machines to zig zag in these areas. Sew it open with a finished rectangle about 15mm wide. Crop corners, cut Y shapes to help you rotate. Turn and again the original Stokke pillow is open with a sergeed seam along the bottom. If you don't have an over-the-closet, (or as I do
your breaks $ #&amp;* needle corners of the armrests moments earlier and it's now dinner time) use a tight stitch width and wide zig zag near the edge and trim it properly. Then put vertical upper stitching to separate the backrest and armrests. Sew the hook from the &amp;amp; loop tape in marked areas. Make sure that the hook tape
on top of the piece reaches it over the upper part of the chairs seat back to comfortably fill the middle loop piece. (Curved pocket has babyset backrest, you don't use it hook &amp; loop tape when it's turned on) The hook tape at the bottom is attached only to the bottom of the Stokke pad. This allows him to move forward to get around the
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